PUBLIC NOTICE

N° 0043/MINFOF/SG/DF/SB/AF/SC/N
Carrying the gazettation as a State Private Property a forest zone situated in Mundemba Sub-Division, N’dian Division, South-west Region.

The Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife informs the public that, in view of the creation of a state forest, the administration in charge of forests will proceed with the incorporation into the permanent forest estate, as a production forest, a forest zone of a total surface area of 36 210 hectares, constituted as Mundemba council forest,

Boundary description of the proposed forest to gazette

The proposed Mundemba Council Forest is situated in Mundemba Council area, N’dian Division, South West Region of Cameroon.

The boundary is described on the basis of a topographic map to scale 1:200,000 INC, sheets Buea-Douala and Mamfe, projection UTM 32 N, reference system Clarke 1880 (cf. map in annex 1).

Block A (20,550 ha)

East

The start point A (512 724, 573 8369) is located along the boundary of the Korup National Park on the bank of river Ribangenie that separate Mundemba Council area and Toko Council area.

From point A moving up river Ribangenie for a distance of 7,740 metres to point B (514 860, 568 310), the confluence of Ribangenie and river Maini.
From point Y, moving down the Owaye River for a distance of 2,270 metres to point Y (49°59′55″, 56°39′74″) the confluence of Owaye river and Nyanga stream.

From point Y following a straight line on a bearing of 244° for a distance of 2,594 metres to point Z (49°38′44″, 56°2′40″) the confluence of Beew stream and an unknown stream.

From point Z following a straight line on a bearing of 167.5° for a distance of 1,505 metres to point A1 (49°4′03″, 56°1′37″) the confluence of Makome-mana and an unknown stream.

From point A1 moving down Makome-mana for a distance of 1,310 metres to point B1 (49°2′92″, 56°0′05″) the confluence of Makome-mana and an unknown stream.

From point B1 following a straight line on a bearing of 160.5° for a distance of 2,596 metres to point C1 (49°3′79″, 55°4′48″) at the road side along Fabo-Ikondo-Kondó village.

From point C1 moving up River Mana for a distance of 2,240 metres to point D1 (49°4′73″, 55°7′85″), the confluence of River Mana and an unknown stream.

From point D1, moving up the lower course of Mana river for a distance of 3,850 metres to point E1 (49°8′01″, 55°9′03″), the confluence of Mana river and Ikikiri stream.

From point E1, moving up Ikikiri to a distance of 3,360 metres to point F1 (50°0′50″, 99′00″) on the foot path Meta-Ikikiri, where Ikikiri crosses the path.

From point F1 moving up Ikikiri for a distance of 1,750 metres to point G1 (50°3′09″, 55°6′26″), on the source of Ikikiri.

From point G1 following a straight line on a bearing of 109° for a distance of 1,700 metres to point H1 (50°4′96″, 55°7′23″) at the bank of the upper course of River Mana.

From point H1 following a straight line on a bearing of 187° for a distance of 1,254 metres to point I1 (50°4′53″, 55°4′49″) at the source of River Moriba.

**South**

From point I1 moving down river Moriba for a distance of 4,471 metres to point J1 (50°0′67″, 55°6′54″), the confluence of two unknown streams.

From point J1 following a straight line on a bearing of 265.5° for a distance of 1,067 metres to point K1 (49°6′13″, 55°5′46″) on the Meta-Ikikiri road.

From point K1, moving down Meta-Ikikiri road for a distance of 1,601 metres to point L1 (49°8′175″, 55°4′614″), on the same road.

From point L1 following a straight line on a bearing of 180° for a distance of 4,885 metres to point M1 (49°8′176″, 54°9′29″).

From point M1 following a straight line on a bearing of 264.5° for a distance of 940 metres to point N1 (49°8′240″, 54°9′824″) at the bank of river Iriba-ikambe.

From point N1, moving down Iriba-ikambe for a distance of 3,821 metres to point O1 (49°4′710″, 55°12′26″), the confluence of Iriba-ikambe and cave water.

From point O1 following a straight line on a bearing of 22° for a distance of 4,309 metres to point P1 (49°8′331″, 55°5′219″) at the bank of Neketi.

From point P1, moving down Neketi to point Q1 (49°5′344″, 55°5′212″), the confluence of Neketi and river Mededibáa.

From point Q1 moving down Mededibáa river for a distance of 1,010 metres to point R1 (49°4′413″, 55°4′865″), the confluence of river Mededibáa and an unknown stream.

From point R1, moving up the unknown stream for a distance of 1,100 metres to point S1 (49°3′690″, 55°5′482″), the source of the stream.

From point S1 following a straight line on a bearing of 350° for a distance of 2,562 metres to point T1 (49°2′257″, 55°8′007″) on the side of the Ikondo-kondo-Fabo road.
Block B (15,710 ha)

East
From point A (511 556, 542 735) located on the bank of an unknown stream following a straight line on a bearing of 146°, for a distance of 3,834 metres to point B (513 703, 539 558) on the bank of River Nyangorobe.
From point B, going down the River Nyangorobe for a distance of 6,481 metres to point C (509 038, 537 874), on the tributary of Mobabai and River Nyangorobe.
From point C going down the River Nyangorobe for a distance of 2,206 metres to point D (507 0525, 537 3924) on the tributary of an unknown stream and River Nyangorobe.
From point D, moving up the unknown stream for a distance of 4,721 metres to point E (508 901, 534 186) where the stream crosses the footpath between Boa Ngolo and Lipemja Mukete villages.

South
From point E, along the footpath from Lipemja Mukete to Boa Ngolo for a distance of 10,560 metres to point F (499 467, 531929) along the same path.

West
From point F following a straight line on a bearing of 327.5° for a distance of 865 metres to point G (499 003, 532 659) on the bank of River Nyangorobe.
From point G going down River Nyangorobe for a distance of 1,100 metres to point H (498 354, 533 184) located at the confluence of River Nyangorobe and Isabange stream.
From point H, going up Isabange stream for a distance of 1,272 metres to point I (498 604, 534 247) on the bank of Isabange stream.
From point I, following a straight line on a bearing of 307.5° for a distance of 2,918 metres to point J (496 292, 536 028) on the bank of an unknown stream.
From point J following a straight line on a bearing of 308° for a distance of 2,721 metres to point k (494 158, 537 716) on the bank of River Lokeri.
From point K, moving up River Lokeri for a distance of 5,539 metres to point L (496 384, 543 803) on the confluence of Kwombe River and River Lokeri.
From point L, moving up the River Lokeri for a distance of 8,638 metres to point M (501096, 543 803) on the confluence of Lokeri River and an unknown stream.

North
From point M following a straight line on a bearing of 45.5° for a distance of 786 metres to point N (501 057, 544 354).
From point N following a straight line on a bearing of 122° for a distance of 861 metres to point O (502 386, 543 895), on the bank of an unknown stream.
From point O, moving up stream for a distance of 3,550 metres to point P (503 975, 545 115) the confluence between two unknown streams.
From point P, moving up an unknown stream in the easterly direction for a distance of 2,180 metres to point Q (505 982, 545533).
From point Q following a straight line on a bearing of 70° for a distance of 981 metres to point R (506 887, 545 857).
From point R following a straight line on a bearing of 95.5° for a distance of 887 metres to point S (507 770, 545 772).
From point S following a straight line on a bearing of 159.5° for a distance of 1,914 metres to point T (508 437, 543 078).

From point T following a straight line on a bearing of 164° for a distance of 1,146 metres to point U (508 752, 542 876), on the confluence of two unknown streams.

From point U, moving up an unknown stream in the easterly direction for a distance of 1,188 metres to point V (508 807, 542 933), the source of stream.

From point V following a straight line on a bearing of 96.5° for a distance of 1,710 metres to point A the start point.

This forest zone covers a total surface area of 36,260 (thirty six thousand two hundred and twenty) hectares in two blocks (A and B).

The map of the forest to be gazetted is at the disposal of the public at the Department of Forestry, Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife Yaoundé, South-West Regional Delegation of Forestry and Wildlife and the Divisional Delegation of Forestry and Wildlife N'dian.

The eventual oppositions and reclamations in relation to the gazettement of this forest zone should be deposited at the office of the Senior Divisional Officer N'dian within 30 days following the date of publication of this Notice.

Ampliations:

MINFOF
MINCOM (Diffusion)
MINDAF
DF
DRFOF/Buea
PREFET/N'dian
DDFOF/N'dian
Chronocl/Archives